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We would surely like to know
Where do all the missing socks go?
Aunt Tilly's tasselled twins

Cousin Beth's tattled toes

Brother Bob's neon duo
Grandfather's woollen ones

Mama's orange-and-yellow pair

Uncle Paul's striped halves
Where
oh where
do they
all go?
Do no worry, do not fret.
They're all somewhere safe

With...
the Keeper of Missing Socks.

We will find yours and mine
Hanging on a coloured line
Or piled up in a box,

Our dearly beloved
missing socks.
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Striped ones, jangly ones, neon ones — where do all the socks go? This charming story in verse will finally solve the mystery of the missing socks.

This is a Level 2 book for children who recognize familiar words and can read new words with help.
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